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Getting Honest

Before you do any work and learn personas, let’s write down what you’re thinking. Let’s take inventory
before we start.

What motivates me to start this program?

If I had to focus on just three goals in my life or business, what would they be?

If I had to list the primary challenge that is preventing me from already achieving this goal, what 
would it be?

Where in my life do I feel I am succeeding right now?

What in my life do I feel needs most work?

When do I feel my best, most successful, and happiest? What causes it?When do I feel my best, most successful, and happiest? What causes it?

Getting Honest
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What am I doing when I feel truly present, without fear?

If I could  have  a magic  wand  and  make  one  thing happen in my life, what would it be?

What are the three challenges I would  most likely face in the next 12 months? Write them down.

What am I most proud of in my life?

What negative recurring thoughts, fears, and behaviors would  I like to be over with,  in order to 
feel more psy- chologically free, confident,  and successful?

What eating, exercise, or general health habits would I like to begin, or break, in order to feel What eating, exercise, or general health habits would I like to begin, or break, in order to feel 
stronger  and healthier?





Who Changes Everything

“Life is an equation, full of constants 
and variables. Stop trying to change 
the constants, bend the variables to 
your advantage.”

- Charles Schwartz
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“People treat you the way 
you let them.”

Content

ONE • Breaking down the lies

TWO • Awareness exercise

THREE • Truth within exercise

FOUR • The top 10 exercise

FIVE • Ethos, stands, and needs

SIX • DGAF exercise

SEVEN • Fears and pain exercise 

EIGHT • Love loops exercise

NINE • Business within exercise

TEN • The boardroom exercise

ELEVEN • Unlocking your superpower 
         exercise

5Breaking Down the Lies
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The Lie of How

“If I just knew how to do it, I would do it!” 
“Why won’t someone tell me how?!”

What is your lie?

What is the reason you’re following that lie?

Costs Benefits
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Breaking Down the Lies

The Lie of What

“Do what you love, and you will never work another day in your life”
“Do what you love, and the money will follow.”

What is your lie?

What is the reason you’re following that lie?

Costs Benefits
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Who Changes Everything

The Lie of Why

“Just find your why.”
“Your why will keep you going when you don’t want to.”

What is your lie?

What is the reason you’re following that lie?

Costs Benefits

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz
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Breaking Down the Lies
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Who Changes Everything

REALITY #1: IT IS THE WHO 
Who matters more than how, what, 
and why.

AWARENESS EXERCISE
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Awareness Exercise

“The person, from the Latin 
persona, was originally the  
megaphone-mouthed mask 
used by actors in the open-air 
theaters of ancient Greece and 
Rome, the mask through (per) 
which the sound (sonus) came.which the sound (sonus) came.”

Awareness Exercise

per•so•na
a character in a fictional presentation
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Who Changes Everything

Why Names Matter

Exercise:

What three names (nicknames, names given by others) have you been 
called in your life:

Nickname: _______________________
How does this name make you feel/stand? ______________________
__________________________________________________________ 

Nickname: _______________________
How does this name make you feel/stand? ______________________
__________________________________________________________ 

Nickname: _______________________
How does this name make you feel/stand? ______________________
__________________________________________________________ 

We name things, 
so we can own them.
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How do
 you dress?

How do
you speak?

Where do
you breathe?

Is your breath
shallow? Deep?
Fast? Slow?

What one word
would you use to
describe this
version of you?

What purpose do
they serve?

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz

With your
family

With your
friends

In an
interview

On
Dates

13Awareness Exercise
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Truth Within Exercise

TRUTH WITHIN EXERCISE

If there is anything in life that you 
don’t currently have right now, it is 
because of who you are and how 
you think.

“

”
- Eric D. Thomas, PhD
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• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything 
 Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz
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Truth Within Exercise
Revisit Grace’s story. Take a few deep breaths, and be truly honest with yourself.

What truth have you been hiding to avoid pain?

What lies have you been living just so you do not hurt or lose certain people in your life?

What is your truth beyond those lies?



Truth Within Exercise
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THE TOP 10 EXERCISE

I cannot live with myself.“ ”
- Eckhart Tolle
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The Top 10 

Exercise

The Top 10 Exercise

I Myselfvs

Persona name

One word to describe?

Time you wake up?

Attire you wear?

Diet/food you eat?

Music you listen to

Where do you live?

Where do you work?

What do you do?

Are you dating someone?
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Remember Breakthroughs tend to need break downs. Dedicated coaching or breakthrough weekends save 
time and radically increase success.  However not everyone is ready, and far less are accepted. If working with 
the team is something you are interested in, it does not begin at whochageseverything.com, that is step two. 
Step one, is the willingness to sacrifice everything you are at this moment, to become who you are capable 

of being.

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz
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Ethos, Stands, and Needs Exercise

ETHOS, STANDS, AND NEEDS EXERCISE

Give to us clear vision that we 
may know where to stand and 
what to stand for—because unless 
we stand for something, we shall fall 
for anything.

“

”
- Senate Chaplain Peter Marshall
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E•THOS

This all starts with a simple question

Example 1 (Navy Seal truths): Example 2 (Charles Schwartz truths):

define your truths, find your purpose, and embrace 
                           risks, losses, and failures



23Ethos, Stands, and Needs Exercise

PUT YOUR PEN DOWN AND BREATHE. SPEND 5 MINUTES BREATHING, MEDITATING, 
AND CALMING YOUR MIND.

Once you have completed the breathing exercise, we get to begin.

Please bear in mind, this is NOT a place for judgement. The first answer that comes to your mind 
is normally your truth, honor it.

What would I do if I knew I only had one year to live?

What would I do if a natural disaster or terrorist event struck my town?

What would I do if a friend asked me to help him move but 
I really wanted to go see a movie that night?
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What would I do if I found out my favorite brand had been exploiting workers 
and participating in environmentally destructive practices?

What would I do if I won the lottery?

What would I do if someone decided to fight me for no good reason?

What would I do if an opportunity for an inside deal came my way with 
no chance of anyone finding out?
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What would I do if my team were bashing a teammate behind his back in my presence?



NOT 
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Uncovering your Ethos and Vows will tire your Ideal Persona. This comes from a the Diet that is 
your life feeding the other persona first. Take inventory of everything that you own. For each item 
decide who it is feeding, how it makes you feel, and if it honors your truth. 

Item Who is
it feeding?

How does
it make
you feel?

Does this
honor your
truth?

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz



Ethos, Stands, and Needs Exercise 29

Get a sheet of paper and ask yourself if you are one of those mindless zombies, wasting their time, 
by blindly going through the motions? Are you proud of what you see?

Call forth your Warrior Persona. Call them by name. Stand up. Crank the music and have him clear 
the way from pro- crastination  and weakness. Break free from the pack and let your Ideal Persona 
bring forth your ethos—an ethos that will become your backbone, and the foundation to build your 
future; be able to raise your family, build your empire, and protect the people you love.



Who Changes Everything

Continue  to take inventory  of all aspects of your life. For many of us, we never take the time 
to ask these questions. Then life shows up with  a challenge, and we have to decide on the 
spot. This invokes either our Lowest Persona or our Warrior Persona. As you have learned, making 
quick decisions in your life, based on your weaker persona, can have devastating consequences.

As you continue  to uncover your truths, we must discuss what vows you will never break. These are 
not the ones you should take lightly—these are the lines in the sand, and com- mitments  and vows 
you will  never violate.you will  never violate.

It is time you get to retake that within  you. Leverage your truth, and write down three vows you 
will never break.

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz
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Ethos, Stands, and Needs Exercise
31



Who Changes Everything

Beware of those that seek 
constant crowds, for they are 
nothing alone.

“
”
- Charles Bukowski
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THE DGAF CIRCLE EXERCISE
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The DGAF Circle

This circle represents your relationship with the people you know. Start plotting their names in the
circle. The closer they are in the middle circle, the more you care about what they say.

The DGAF Circle Exercise
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Now, write a list of everyone in your life, including those that you have missed in
the previous page:

Name Do they stay or do they go? What is their opinion about you?

Once done, encircle the names of the two people you are willing to die for.

What you need to do to deserve love and respect from those two? 

Now write down three actions you can do right now that would bring you closer to them, be in 
support of them, and show them how much they mean to you. 
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35The DGAF Circle Exercise

Now that you have sorted out the people in your life, did your views about
 them change? Do their opinions matter more, or less? Make a new DGAF Circle 
below based on the list in the previous page. This time, only put the two (or more)

people in the smaller circle.                                                                                                  

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz
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Fears and Pain Exercise

FEARS AND PAIN EXERCISE

Beware of those that seek 
constant crowds, for they are 
nothing alone.

“
”
- Charles Bukowski
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Fears and Pain 

List every fear that is holding you back from experiencing the life you want:

What are your fears really trying to tell you?

38



• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes 
 Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz

39Fears and Pain Exercise

What could you have accomplished if you got beyond those fears?

From your list, choose two that you will conquer this month!



Who Changes Everything
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Love Loops Exercise

LOVE LOOPS EXERCISE

Beware of those that seek 
constant crowds, for they are 
nothing alone.

“
”
- Charles Bukowski

41
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Love Loops 

You must reach deep within your mind, and let go of your comfort zone.

The more uncomfortable you get, the stronger you will become. Embrace your past, 
honor it, and then leverage it as fuel.

Step 1:  Listen to the stories your friends and family tell you constantly. 
     Ask yourself how it is serving them.

Step 2:  Listen to the stories that you are telling your friends and family.

Step 3: Write them down in detail.

Step 4:  Discover what persona the story is feeding.

Step 5:  Ask yourself how they are serving you.

Step 6Step 6:  Look deep within, and try to feel what would happen if you never 
     told those stories again. How would your life change?

Step 7:  Ask yourself, how can you leverage these stories as a source of 
     strength?
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Write down in detail all the stories you are telling yourself and strangers on a weekly basis. 
They may be stories of abuse, racism, sexism, loss, unfairness, or being marginalized.

Love Loops Exercise
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What persona is this story feeding?

How is this story serving you?

If you never told those stories again. How would your life change?

How can you leverage these stories as a source of strength?



#WCE 
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Business Within Exercise

BUSINESS WITHIN EXERCISE

The poor and the middle-class 
work for money. The rich have money 
work for them.

“
”

- Robert Kiyosaki
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Time to get clear on who you are.

Who Changes Everything

Business Within

48
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truth 

grinder achiever
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Grinder 

Work 80+ hours a week, on the phone 
constantly, building something you are 
passionate about. Doing this, day in 
and day out, for the next five years.

You will make $500k a year.

Achiever

Work 20 hours a year. Have systems 
in place to handle any issues. Your 
days are free to do what you want, 

when you want.

There is a catch:
You make less than half as much, 

about about $150k a year.

Which would you choose? Does that align with how you are living your life?
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Time to scan your phone and go through your contacts. List them below and put a check mark or
write the answer that applies to them.

Name
What type
of worker
they are

Are they in
a position
where you
want to be
right now?

Do you talk
to them
everyday?

Can they
help you
level up?



Business Within Exercise
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Who Changes Everything

Peace is the mission in life of all men 
or women, for whoever has peace 
inside, has everything.  A man or 
woman who is pulled  apart within  
has nothing.  

“

”
- Billy Graham

THE BOARDROOM EXERCISE
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The Boardroom 

Think of an issue, event, or problem in your past that you failed at.

Now, it is time to consult our board of personas, and hear what they are telling us as the Witness.

What is your Lowest Persona telling you to do? 

What the Lowest Persona is really saying:

How the Witness responds:
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What is your Warrior Persona telling you to do? 

What the Warrior Persona is really saying:

How the Witness responds:

Who Changes Everything



What is your Default Persona telling you to do? 

What the Default Persona is really saying:

How the Witness responds:

57The Boardroom Exercise
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What is your Ideal Persona telling you to do? 

What the Ideal Persona is really saying:

How the Witness responds:

Who Changes Everything

• Join the Who Changes Everything Facebook Group
• Post and share with the Who Changes Everything Instagram Community by using #WCE 

       Connect with @iamcharlesschwartz



The Boardroom Exercise
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Only those who will risk going too 
far can possibly find out how far one 
can go.

“
”

- T. S. Eliot
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UNLOCKING YOUR SUPERPOWER



Unlocking Your Superpower

Unlocking Your Superpower 
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Unlocking Your Superpower 67
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Unlocking Your Superpower 71
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Unlocking Your Superpower 77





79Getting Honest

What am I doing when I feel truly present, without fear?

If I could  have  a magic  wand  and  make  one  thing happen in my life, what would it be?

What are the three challenges I would  most likely face in the next 12 months? Write them down.

What am I most proud of in my life?

What negative recurring thoughts, fears, and behaviors would  I like to be over with,  in order to 
feel more psy- chologically free, confident,  and successful?

What eating, exercise, or general health habits would I like to begin, or break, in order to feel What eating, exercise, or general health habits would I like to begin, or break, in order to feel 
stronger  and healthier?





Journaling

With  your new journal, commit  to writing 15 minutes every evening. Here are 
some sample questions to answer the following day:
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What and whom are you grateful for today?

What are you excited about tomorrow?

What  are the top two  things that  MUST get  done to move you forward  toward your goals?

Are your goals still aligned with your purpose?
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Grade your previous day:

Mentally:     Overall, how was your mental acuteness throughout the day?
Physically:    Overall,  did  you  honor  your  physical being (exercise, diet, meditation)?
Achieve:      Did  you  take  steps  in  obtaining   your ultimate goal, or did you procrastinate?
Overall:      Were you “in” or “out” of the zone through- out the day? Did you feel unbalanced?

What were the three positive things you accomplished?

What did you learn from them?What did you learn from them?

What were three things you can be grateful for?

What  went  wrong  yesterday,  and what  is the  silver lining?

Mentally Physically Achieve Overall

Who Changes Everything
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Brain dump, without udgement, or the need for grammar or reason. Feed the Witness 
and just let it flow.

Journaling



DAILY TIME SHEET

Fill this out daily, print it out in color. Make a new routine out of shaking things up. This will forge new 
pathways in your brain, help you avoid blind spots and rutted thinking, and spice up your life in general.
If you need to print out a separate timesheet, please go to iamcharlesschwartz.com/DailyTimeSheet.pdf.

Who Changes Everything 84



Travel Day & Persona

Discovering your truth, Empowering your Witness, And Developing your Plan

 •
 •
 •
 •
 •

 • •

Your Financial freedom, Business Legacy, and Beyond

 •
 •

 •
 •
 •
 •

COST: $4995 (3 Days + 2 Nights) | Travel Expenses not included.

D
AY 1

D
AY 2

D
AY 3
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Thank you for downloading the free companion worksheet.

If you are interested in the entire book, go to www.whochangeseverything.com
and click on the Get Your Copy Today button.

To experience your own breakthrough in our 21-day Reset E-based Virtual course, 
go to www.whochangeseverything.com and click on the Proven Path button.

To inquire on working with Charles in a Dedicated Private Coaching setting, 
go to www.iamcharlesschwartz.com and click on the Schedule My Call button.go to www.iamcharlesschwartz.com and click on the Schedule My Call button.


